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CHAPTER 19

ANTICIPATING THE FUTURE

Lead Author: Frank E. Block, Jr, Clinical Professor of Anesthesiology, Virginia Commonwealth
University

Introduction
“Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.” (“The more things change, the more they stay the
same.”)
In the French movie Les Visiteurs, two Frenchmen are magically transported from the 12th
century into the late 20th century. You can imagine the mischief as they discover paved roads,
modern transportation, electricity, running water, and toothbrushes.
If we could truly imagine the future, we could have it today! In reality, we can only make some
guesses about some of the things that may be needed in the future.
One basic starting point is that change is inevitable and that it will occur very quickly after a
new facility is opened. In one recent example, walls were knocked down and an operating room
(OR) was enlarged in a new OR suite BEFORE the suite had opened! This occurrence argues for a
“just in time” design plan.
Another reasonable approach would be to plan how the whole structure can be renovated in
the future. For example, should design of a new building include directions for future expansion
north, east, south, or west? Or up or down? Lengthening a hallway in the proper direction and
adding new ORs in a line with old rooms is an easy solution. Jack-hammering through the walls
of the main general surgery room and the main neurosurgery room (in a recent instance) is a
difficult solution. Availability of utility connection points (including medical gases) on that side
and a way to make that connection someday without major interruptions in the existing OR
suite would be logical.
Another way of recognizing the problem is to realize that some things are easy to move and
some are not. A future OR could be roughed out (with provision for future utilities) and used as
a locker room, storage room, or office with cubicles until the next phase of expansion is
complete. What is needed is advance planning for what the expanded facility might look like.
In another example, it could be planned that sections of the OR suite could be cordoned off for
renovation while the rest of the suite remained open for business (one of the fire safety
mandates is that access to exits must be maintained during construction). Certain designs can
make even a task such as moving a wall relatively easy.
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Utilities are a key issue. Easy access to space above the ceiling and space below the floor makes
it easier to run additional utilities wherever they might be needed. Future cables, including
possible fiber-optic cables, cables for wireless access points, additional computer networks, and
so on, can be readily installed if metal or plastic conduits are installed. These conduits may be
up to 5-10 cm in diameter.
It is regrettable that many hospital campuses do not appear to have a master plan of what
buildings might begin constructed in the next 25 years, or even in the next 3 years!

New Patients
Future planning should include the likely change in patient demographics and patient numbers.
Is the city growing or shrinking? Is it a retirement paradise or home for families? Is it a
vacationland or the place that people leave when they go on vacation? Is new industry
expected in town? Are industries expected to close down? What will be the referral patterns of
the future? Will competing hospitals be constructed? Will other hospitals siphon off your
business? Will other hospitals close, their patients coming to you?
A sad commentary is that the obesity epidemic will affect all kinds of patient-handling issues in
the future. Will ceiling hoists be needed in some areas?

New Procedures
Few could have imagined the explosion of new kinds of procedures witnessed in the past 25
years. The next generation is likely to see even more new procedures. One projected increase
will be that of noninvasive or minimally invasive procedures, through both flexible and rigid
“scopes.” Octopus-like tool endings with multiple implements may be expected. Procedures
that combine various forms of imaging with the surgical process will also likely multiply,
including: tumor navigation systems; real-time intraoperative computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging, and positron emission tomography scans; contrast media and imaging
procedures; etc. Various forms of ultrasound, including 4-dimensional and the use of
radioisotopes and other injectable markers, will also come into expanded use.
The challenges for the future will be providing space, electrical and air power outlets, heat
dissipation, and scavenging (i.e., exhaust) for these devices. Already, newly constructed ORs
seem cramped, and the amount of equipment may easily double or triple (or more) in the near
future.
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New Processes
Traffic patterns of patients, family, and personnel are extremely important, both in terms of
travel to the facility and travel within the facility. Will new parking decks be constructed, and if
so, where? Or will existing parking lots and decks become new hospital buildings? In either
case, where will people park and how will they enter the facility? Alternatively, will more
people take public transportation to reach the hospital? How will future public transit affect
traffic patterns?
New care processes may also be created. Where will induction of anesthesia take place? Will it
occur in areas that are now used for preoperative holding, with transport monitors and
ventilators so small and easy to use that it is not a problem to take them with the patient to the
OR? Will induction occur in a dedicated induction room outside each OR? With newer agents,
will all patients have to go to the traditional post-anesthesia care unit (PACU)? Will some
patients be able to go directly to a phase II recovery area? Or will the post-anesthesia care
nurse come directly into the OR and pick up the patient at the end of the case, while the
anesthesia team prepares for the next patient?
If this model is taken to an extreme, the concept of a centralized preoperative holding area and
a centralized PACU can be eliminated. In this different model, there are three rooms in a line.
The first room is a “public” area to allow patients to be prepared for surgery. Family members
are welcome in this area. Appropriate monitors and equipment are located in this area, and
invasive cannulae and nerve blocks can be placed in this area. Optionally, induction of
anesthesia can be accomplished in this room. The second room, which directly opens onto this
room, is the OR (there is no door from the OR to the public side). The third room is the postanesthesia care room for this patient, which also directly opens onto the OR. Again, this room is
a public area, and family can visit at the appropriate time (for high-turnover locations, an
additional post-anesthesia room could be added). With cross-training of staff, a single nurse can
be assigned to a given patient and be that patient’s personal nurse from preoperative holding
through circulating in the OR through the post-anesthesia care area. “Handoffs” then become
nonexistent because the same nurse cares for the patient from beginning through completion
of recovery.

New Layouts
Several hospitals have created innovative designs in the last two decades. In one design for
patient wards, patient doors and windows face a motel-style hallway with full-height windows
to view the outside world. This is the “public” side. There is also a “back door” to the patient
room for staff to come and go from a central core area. In this way, the equipment, charting,
etc., are not seen by the public.
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Other hospitals have used designs in which the patient stays in one place, and equipment
comes and goes as it is needed. In this model, a low-acuity room can become the highest-level
intensive care room simply by rolling needed equipment into place.
In an expanded vision of this model, one can imagine a line of intensive care unit (ICU) rooms.
The front side is a standard ICU. The back of each room has a door into the OR core. By locking
the front door, opening the back door, adjusting room ventilation, and rolling in OR equipment,
the ICU room is now transformed into an OR that meets every standard requirement. In this
model, transport of a critically ill patient to the OR becomes a thing of the past.

Conclusion
Imagining that the OR will remain as it is for the next 5 or 10 years is a fantasy. Expansion and
change are inevitable. Good planning today can make future expansion and change welcome
rather than dreaded.
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